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ABSTRACT 

This paper presents the methods of speed control of a DC machine by simulation using 

MATLAB/SIMULINK. The simulation model will enhance a better understanding of 

how the actual machines work. The three methods to control speed are armature voltage 

control, armature resistance control and field control. There are several types of DC 

motor and compound DC motor was used in this analysis to verify the motor speed by 

using three methods above. The simulation results using MATLAB showed that the 

speed will change accordingly when the different type of speed control method has been 

applied.The evaluation of the output has been carried out by software simulation using 

MATLAB in the SIMULINK and displayed by using graphical user interface (GUI). 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

The theory of electrical circuits represents one of most important parts of any electrical 

engineering education. The main aim of this thesis project is to obtain the knowledge of 

circuit analysis and synthesis and to experience the actual behavior of a DC motor. This 

requires a powerful software mathematical tool. MATLAB is software package for high 

performance numerical computation and visualization. The combination of analysis 

capabilities, flexibility, reliability, and powerful graphics makes MATLAB the premier 

software package for all electrical engineers. MATLAB has been enhanced by the very 

powerful SIMULINK program and Graphical User Interface (GUI) Program. SMULINK 

is a graphical mouse-driven program for the simulation of dynamic systems. GUI is 

graphical user interface that develops environment of the layout and controls the DC 

motor in the SIMULINK program. It enables the user to simulate linear, as well as 

nonlinear, systems easily and efficiently. 

A theory is a general statement of principle abstracted from observation. And a model is a 

representation of a theory that can be used for control and prediction. For a model to be 

useful, it must be realistic and yet simple enough to understand and manipulate. These 

requirements are not easily fulfilled as realistic models are seldom simple and simple 

models are seldom realistic. Features or behavior that is relevant must be included in the 

model and those that are cannot be ignored. Modeling refers to the process of analysis 

and synthesis to arrive at a mathematical description that contains the relevant dynamic 

characteristics of the particular model [1]. 
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